
The current growth of the solo product has led to capacity issues 

The current product does not cater to a wide range of abilities, experience levels

and ages

Modify the solo product structure to increase capacity and allow for future growth

Create new opportunities for a wider range of performers to increase participation

As part of the 2019-2022 Strategic Plan under Increase Participation: Programs &

Products, Calisthenics Victoria undertook a review of the Metro Solo Competition

product.

The key reasons for the review were:

The main objectives of the review were to:

The review received input from key stakeholders and considered the feedback of

members received via surveys.

Metro Solo Competition Review 



Key Changes

Competitive performance opportunities

5, 6 & 7 years Calisthenic Solo (2 competitions only)

8, 9 & 10 years Graceful Solo (all competitions)

Seniors Calisthenic Trio (2 competitions only)

Masters Calisthenic Duo (2 competitions only)

Tinies (5-7 years) – 1 discipline

Sub Juniors – 2 disciplines

Juniors – 3 disciplines

Intermediates – 3 disciplines

Seniors – 4 disciplines 

Masters – 1 discipline

In line with the objective of increasing participation in solos, further opportunities have

been created to enable more performers to experience the benefits of solos.

The following additional sections will be offered in 2022:

Additionally, performers will be eligible to compete in all disciplines offered to their

age group, as outlined below:

The following changes will apply to the metro solo product in 2022.

Regional model for Novice

Performers in Novice will be graded and compete in the region in which they

reside (North-West or South-East) as per the 2021 regional area splits

Performers in Elementary, Open Reserve, Open and Duos/Trios will compete at

central competitions, rotating each week between venues in the South-East and

North-West

In line with the objective of increasing capacity, a regional model will be in place for

Novice sections.

The regions will apply as follows:

Further grading for Novice

In line with the objective of increasing participation in solos, we will look into grading

Novice sections further to enable performers to compete in sections that are more

suitable for their ability/experience level.

All performers will need to appear on the grading list and more information will be

available about this process in November.



Hosting opportunities for clubs

In line with the objective of increasing capacity, there will be an opportunity for more

clubs to host solo competitions.

More information about hosting opportunities will be available to clubs in November.

Competition entries

Entries will open in January and the solo competition season will run from March – May.

Performers will be able to enter up to five competitions plus State Championships

(excluding Tinies Cali Solo, Seniors Trio and Masters Duo – see above). Performers will

not enter a specific competition, however a list of potential competition hosts and

venues for each weekend will be available when entering.

Introductory solo product

Shorter time limits

Alternative venues

Introductory-specific rules

No adjudication or placings

In line with the objective of increasing participation in solos, an introductory (non-

competitive) opportunity has been created.

The introductory solo product offers performers aged 5-13 years who are not

participating in solo competitions the opportunity to perform a Calisthenic Solo at one

CaliVic-run display per year. Features of this product include:



A tiered venue structure – entry fees and audience ticket prices differ depending

on venue costs 

Solo coach accreditation – a solo-only coach accreditation available to aspiring

coaches, with a simplified and targeted course to increase the number of people

available to coach solos

Performance opportunities – further competitive and introductory solo offerings

As we move beyond 2022, further changes will be explored to increase capacity,

encourage participation and enhance performer experience. These may include:

Looking Ahead


